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This booklet is a visual overview of the 
knowledge required for the VCE Year 12 
Further Maths examination. 
!
This booklet does not replace any existing 
resources that you are currently using. 
!
Print this booklet double-sided and 
annotate it thoroughly with your own 
theory notes. Go wild—use colours and do 
practice questions on each page. 
!
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types of data

categorical

categories
e.g. colour, year

green
orange
yellow

discrete 
numerical

whole numbers only
e.g. numbers of people

4
6
8

continuous 
numerical

decimals allowed
e.g. height, weight

1.84
2.56
6.08
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standard deviation = 

Q0 (min)
Q1

Q2 (median) @
Q3

Q4 (max)

position
IQR = Q3 – Q1

range = max – min

interquartile range

mean = 

≈

when the data is in numerical order...



boxplot



standardised 
score (z)

z tells you how many standard 
deviations above or below the 
mean your data point is



x

s

µ

σ

sample mean

sample s.d.

population mean

population s.d.
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variable,
y axis

DV

explanatory variable, x axis

IV



when thereʼs lots of data 
on each stem, make a 
split stem and leaf plot

to compare two groups, 
make a back-to-back 
stem and leaf plot

split

back-to-back



Compare medians, IQRs, ranges and shapes.

1. From the boxplots, we can see that median height increased from grades 10 to 12, at 
approximately 152, 161 and 168, respectively.

2. Grade 11 had the greatest IQR of 27, whereas grades 10 and 12 both had a lower IQR of 
approximately 20 each.

3. Grade 10 had the greatest range of 50, and grades 11 and 12 had the smallest ranges, of 
approximately 45 each. 

4. Grade 10 was negatively skewed, grade 11 was symmetrical, and grade 12 was positively 
skewed.

All of these observations indicate a relationship between height and grade level.

Parallel Boxplots



Segmented bar charts
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Strong +ve

Moderate +ve

Weak +ve

No relationshipNo relationship

Weak –ve

Moderate –ve

Strong –ve

r = +1.00

r = +0.75

r = +0.50

r = +0.25

r = –0.25

r = –0.50

r = –0.75

r = –1.00

r
correlation 
coefficient

linear scatterplots 
have a strong or 
weak, positive or 
negative correlation



standard deviations of x and y 
multiplied together

sum of the product of all 
the x and y residuals 

rcorrelation 
coefficient



rcorrelation 
coefficient

only works if:

1.variables are numeric
2.relationship is linear
3.there are no outliers



correlation
means thereʼs a 
connection

causation
tells you the 
direction of that 
connection

an increase in rain causes an increase in 
umbrellas—but not the other way around

causes

&

usually, the data indicates a correlation but 
doesnʼt tell us which one causes which



r2
coefficient of 
determination

always positive

r2 tells you the percentage 
change in x explained by 

changes in y

e.g.
if r2temp,ice_cream = 0.68,

then 68% of the increase in ice 
cream sales can be explained by 

increases in temperature



x axis

y 
ax

is
Line of best fit (two ways to draw)
shows predicted values

Residual = data value – predicted value
Residual of a data point is the distance from the line of best fit

A least squares regression line is a line of best fit that 
keeps the sum of squares of the residuals to a minimum.

Extrapolation is to extend the line of best fit beyond the data range.
Interpolation is to look at the line of best fit within the data range.

three-median method
1.split the graph into three
2.draw the x-median and y-median 

of each of the three parts
3.draw a line of best fit for those 

three points

1

2



least 
squares line 
has formula: 



Non-linear data can be linearised.
Check the shape of your current data and modify x or y as follows:

y2

logx
1÷x

y2

x2

logy
1÷y
x2

logy
1÷y
logx
1÷x



time-series data can be 
smoothed with a trend line

winter & 

summer

variation



one way to smooth the data is to 
plot a line of best fit through the 
yearly averages

winter & 

summer

variation

1. calculate 
yearly 
averages

2. draw line of 
best fit



another way to smooth is to do

a 3-moving mean or a 5-moving mean

1. find the mean of each 
point and the 1 point 
on either side

2.  plot the means

VERY SMOOTHSMOOTH



seasonal index = 
average is 1.0

July average
monthly average

Monday average
daily average

or

deseasonalised figure = 
actual value

seasonal index



future prediction = 

to make a future prediction:
(Forecasting)

1. find the deseasonalised value 
from the line of best fit

2. multiply by the seasonal index
to get the prediction

seasonal index x deseasonalied 
figure
from line of best fit



c
a

b

a2 + b2 = c2

Pythagorasʼ 
Theorem



volume surface area



if length increases k times,
area increases k2 times, and
volume increases k3 times

Large boat has:
2.8 times the length
(2.8)2 times the surface area
(2.8)3 times the volume



SOH  CAH  TOA

*right-angled 
triangles only!



sine rule

cosine rule

C

a

b

c

A

B

use these rules to find 
unknown lengths and angles



C
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semi-perimeterA

B



a three-figure bearing is 
measured clockwise from 
the North

000°





contour lines pass through points 
that are all of the same height



triangulation



if an r% discount is applied, then:

discount =

new price =

if an r% increase is applied, then:

increase =

new price =



Interest  =  amount invested     interest rate     time

simple interest



(purchase price – scrap value) ÷ total productionunit cost = 
depreciation (D) = unit cost × n
book value (V) = purchase price – unit cost × n

flat rate depreciation
depreciation (D) = (purchase price × interest rate × time) ÷ 100

book value (V) =

reducing balance depreciation





annuities formula



recall the annuities 
formula:

if A = P, then:

perpetuities formula



hire purchases have 
higher interest rates than 
they initially appear...



a matrix tells you the number of connections 
between each pair of points

A
C



Eulerʼs formula

v + f = e + 2

e = 7
v = 5
f = 4
v – e + f = 2
5 – 7 + 4 = 2

Example:



Euler path Hamilton path

If the path starts and finishes in at the 
same vertex, it is called an Euler circuit.

If the path starts and finishes in at the same 
vertex, it is called a Hamilton circuit.

goes through each edge 
exactly once

goes through each vertex 
exactly once

• if all vertices have an 
even degree, thereʼs 
an Euler circuit

• if all but two vertices 
have an even degree, 
thereʼs an Euler path

• thereʼs no way to 
calculate Hamilton paths

• find them with
“trial and error”!



weighted graphs

The numbers in a weighted graph 
may represent times, distances, 

fuel consumption, or cost.

(minimum) spanning trees

Primʼs algorithm



FROM

TO

a directed graph has arrows on each vertex

The R1 matrix records the number of one-step 
paths between each of the vertices.

The R2 matrix records the number of two-step 
paths between each of the vertices.

The R3 matrix records the number of three-step 
paths between each of the vertices.

The Total Reachability Matrix shows all 
possible paths in the directed graph.

In a dominance graph, do the same process then 
add up the rows to find the top-ranking competitor.



a critical path is the path with the longest completion time
a critical activity is one that if delayed, will delay the whole project



a minimum cut tells you the maximum flow

a) Draw all the possible cuts on the diagram: C1, C2, C3, C4
b) Determine the capacity of each cut:
! C1 = 2 + 2 + 3 = 7
! C2 = 5 + 0 + 6 = 11
! C3 = 5 + 3 = 8
! C4 = 2 + 6 = 8

c) Determine the minimum cut by comparing the 
capacities.
Minimum cut = 7

(AB doesnʼt count as it is 
blocked by CB).



The Hungarian 
Algorithm



 


